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PREVENTION OF ATROPHY PROCESS OF THE COLLATERAL CREST BY MEANS OF
CONJUNCTIVE APPLICATION OF DISCRETELY STABILIZED MESOSTRUCTURES ON
IMPLANTS
Abstract. The article deals with a topical issue of modern dental implantology: prevention of bone tissue
loss after prosthetics using short and angular dental implants. The morphometric analysis in the problem
area was carried out: X-ray control - analysis in dynamics during the post-implantation period in the
longitudinal aspect. The effectiveness of the prosthetic method on implants, as a means of stabilizing
atrophic processes of anatomical structures after teeth loss, was investigated. The influence of external
factors on the stabilization process of bone structure remodeling during the post implantation period
was studied.
Key words: dental implantation, angular implants, periosteum, bone atrophy of implant prosthesis,
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Introduction. Recently the method of dental
implantation has occupied one of the leading
places among dental surgery [1, 2]. New implant
systems entering the market do not always enable
clinicians to achieve a high esthetic result and
effective restoration of functions of the human
mastication apparatus. The methods and
protocols assuming parallel existence of implants
between themselves and adjacent teeth did not
prevent completely manifestation of dystrophic
processes in the periodontal tissues of the
adjacent teeth or implants [3]. In Ukraine the offer
of implant systems and qualification of dentistsorthopedists concerning implant prosthesis do
not always satisfy European requirements [4]. The
issues of implant prosthesis require a lot of time
from a doctor and a patient. The tendencies of
development of medical technologies promote
introduction of own clinical methods in Ukraine
considering European standards in dentistry [4].
A practical dentist has a task to restore
(replace) lost anatomical structures of the
collateral process so that complete the result of
successful implantation [1-13]. A scientist has a
task to find an alternative for classical methods of
prosthesis which would prevent development of
inflammatory-dystrophic processes in the
periodontal tissues of the adjacent teeth or
implants [1-3, 5-14].
We consider that one of the ways of their
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prevention and preservation of biogenic
(osteogenic) potential is introducing modern
tendencies of prosthetic methods [1-7].
Numerous studies are indicative of the fact that
occlusive load on implants (Fig. 1, 2) is
considerably bigger than on natural teeth [5, 6].
And due to the absence of periodontal ligaments
round the implant masticating pressure is
transmitted directly onto the bone [5]. Implant
producers suggest different ways to reduce
masticating pressure. For example, ІМ2-implants
have a built-in internal shock absorber (Chapman
R, Kirsch A). This design assumes reduced action
of only vertical forces transmitting through the
implant not changing pathogenic tangential load.
Periodical weakening of screw fixation (Fig. 1),
abutments and even fractures of screws (Lang М,
2008) are found most often.
In certain cases the liner of prosthetic
structures is determined, and the degree of risk
increases with the use of angular implants (Zoeller
J, 2013; Kasiyanchuk М, 2016). The use of implant
supra-structures is a pathogenic factor for the
periosteum of the area round the implant [12].
Adjustment of prosthetic structures resting upon
numerous implants and abutments in spite of
their way of manufacturing – cast or milled by
means of CAD / CAM –methods do not pass the
test on adjacent precision (White,1993;
Eisenmann 2004; Kasiyanchuk М, 2012, 2016). In
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case of dental defects implants as supporting
elements, fixators and stabilizers of prosthesis are
used as the only measure to satisfy the patient’s
requirements concerning the quality of
prosthesis; and internal bony implants and
prosthetic structures with discrete time of fixation
on them are preferred. The tendencies of
development of medical technologies and
scientific research concerning the use of short
implants L< 7mm: (Nevins M, 2010; Ewers R,
Neuqebauer J, 2016) promote introduction of
own clinical methods considering European
standards in dentistry [1-3, 5-14].
Available methods and materials do not involve
possible clinical situations and all the possible
factors of pathological effect in the periosteum
area. Due to everything mentioned above on the
basis of evidential medicine we have analyzed the
efficacy of use of additional stabilization
(splinting) in case of prosthetics on short

Fig.1. Clinical case: break of mesostructure on the
implant.

Fig.2. Clinical case: the use of stabilizing structure of
multiple mesostructures on implants (own finding).

multiple implants to perform organ-saving
prosthetics when other methods are not
guaranteed at the dental clinic (dental implants)
and do not assume the possibility of
mesostructure service. We have used the
methods of prosthetic rehabilitation of a patient
based on biophysical regularities considering
reparative possibilities of anatomical structures
by the principle of discrete fixation and correction
of the prosthetic structure [11, 14].
Objective: to determine the efficacy of use of
mesostructure stabilization method on multiple
implants to perform organ-saving prosthetics,
assess correlation dependence of anatomical
structures on the external and internal effecting
factors.
Methods. The osseous tissue of the collateral
process after teeth loss is formed without load
occurring during mastication and it is a powerful
stimulator of the osseous tissue formation. From
the other side, the process of bone remodeling is
affected by a number of factors analyzed in our
study: age and sex of the patient, characteristics
of hormonal state and metabolism, harmful
habits, and the quality of food.
Selecting patients for implant prosthetics we
have found certain signs (clinical symptoms)
indicative of the fact that occlusive load after
conjunctive use of implants changes on all the
areas of the occlusive surfaces with a certain
frequency of
occurrence.
Odontoglyphic
examination in the longitudinal aspect determines
the symptoms of hyperfunction of the masticating
apparatus. Clinical cases were visualized by means
of our own method [11, 15]. Availability of
occlusive contacts and occlusive load was
determined by Bausch method.
The clinical study included 40 patients after
prosthetics on implants examined during 20072017 on the base of the private specialized dental
clinic in the town of Chernivtsi and Department of
Orthopedic Dentistry at the Higher State
Educational Establishment of Ukraine “Bukovinian
State Medical University”. Men-women ratio was
1:2, an average age of patients was 43±4,7.
Descriptive and analytical design of the study
keeping to the requirements of clinical
investigations (informed consent) was used.
Operative and diagnostic manipulations were
performed by one operator under standard
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conditions. The stages of laboratory examinations
were carried out by one specialist during a short
period of time in a specialized dental-technical
laboratory. Applying titanium (alloy of the same
name) we suppose to reduce the risk to corrosion
due to the difference of potentials occurring
between the implant and mesostructure
(Beliayeva L,1988). In the comparative aspect we
have produced a splinting (stabilizing) element
(Fig. 3, 4) by means of milling or casting: adjacent
precision was compared.
The patients were divided into three groups:
the main one (experimental) included patients (10
individuals), the ratio of the supra-structure >
infra-structure of the implant, who underwent
prosthetics and stabilization of mesostructures
according to our own methods, and there is no
need to correct orthopedic structure on the
implant. For the comparative analysis we have
applied a comparable method of prosthetics on
implant used in case of narrow location of the
adjacent teeth and the implants D 2.8 mm. The
mesostructures were lined with polymeric
ceramic (composite ceramic, composite).
In this case the covering material performs the
role of a shock absorber of masticating pressure.
The patients (10 individuals) from the control
group included those who underwent prosthetics
according to our own methods: the ratio of suprastructure > infra-structure of the implant who
experienced complications (fracture, inadequate
wearing of a prosthetic structure), cosmetic
defect due to the process of remodeling of
anatomical structures of the collateral process in
the perigingival area, etc.
The control second group (10 patients)
included individuals who underwent prosthetics

Fig.3. Clinical case: odontoglyphic peculiarities during
post-implantation period, 8 years (own finding).
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Fig. 4. Laboratory stage: adjustment of discrete
stabilized prosthetic structure.

according to our own method with the ratio of
supra-structure > infra-structure of the implant,
although additional stabilization of the orthopedic
structure on the implant was not used.
The third control group (10 patients) included
those who underwent prosthetics according to
the standard methods with the ratio of suprastructure > infra-structure of the implant with
complications (fractures, inadequate wearing of
the prosthetic structure), cosmetic defect due to
the process of remodeling of the anatomical
structures of the collateral process in the
perigingival area, etc.
In all the cases we have determined the
condition of the prosthetic structure (wearing,
fracture, fixation). Latent inflammatory process of
the soft tissues was determined by means of
Shiller-Pisarev test (Pisarev Yu, 1956). To assess
the efficacy of the prosthetic method we have
examined objective parameters of patients from
the main and control groups: the width of the
collateral process, degree of vertical resorption of
the osseous tissue during 10 years of patients’
observation.
According to the data of producers all the
covering materials had comparable adhesive
properties to titanium frames in case of keeping
to technological processes and are intended for
covering titanium mesostructures on implants.
To assess the efficacy of the implantation
method we have studied objective parameters of
the osseous tissue atrophy in the patients of the
experimental and control groups: degree of the
vertical resorption of the osseous tissue during 12
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months of patients’ observation. Discrete fixation
of the mesostructures enabled us to remove by
means of laboratory methods fractures, cosmetic
defect due to the process of remodeling of the
anatomical structures of the collateral process in
the
perigingival
area,
etc.
Additional
augmentation was performed due to cosmetic
causes while assessing vertical resorption of the
osseous tissue in 2 patients. Analytical conclusion
and statistical analysis were made by the obtained
results.
Further observation of patients from the main
and control groups during 10 years determined
the following complaints: periodical unpleasant
sensations in the gums, the need of special
hygiene of the inter-implant spaces, etc., the
necessity to correct odontoglyphic peculiarities.
Clinical cases were visualized by means of our own
method [11, 15].
To assess the efficacy of the prosthetics
method we have studied objective parameters of
the patients from the main and control groups:
the width of the collateral process, degree of the
vertical resorption of the osseous tissue. The
comparative analysis enabled to draw a
differential conclusion (stratification of clinical
signs), to predict biological regularities of use of
discrete orthopedic structures on the angular
implants.
Certain parameters of the osseous tissue are
always correlatively connected with peculiarities
of the life style and harmful habits of patients. And
in this aspect it is rather topical. Therefore,
analysis of this dependence will enable to predict
or avoid possible complications in case of
conjunctive use of implant systems. In the
dynamics of observations we have followed a
number of correlative relations between the
parameters of the osseous tissue condition of the
collateral process and internal and external
factors. We have examined the correlative
dependence of the anatomical structures in case
of conjunctive use of the implant and
mesostructure depending on the sex and age of
the patient. These factors included both the
factors of a positive effect (intake of calcium
containing drugs, sufficient dairy products every
day), and the factors of a negative effect (smoking,
regular alcohol intake, thyroid diseases and
osteoporosis). Both clusters of factors are

connected between themselves by means of a
logical link.
Results. Statistical analysis while making
examination is the following: in the process of the
conjunctive use of implants occlusive load
changes on all the links of the occlusive surfaces in
70% of occurrence including those 82% of cases
when occlusive load increased (Fig. 2) and
requires correction.
In clinical examinations included 40 patients
after implant prosthetics: examination of patients
from the main group during 3 months did not find
complaints. Changes of the gingiva and the
problems with further prosthetics were
determined with reliably less frequency (Fig. 5). In
the cosmetic aspect the patients of the main
group also gain benefit from it.
In patients of the main and experimental
groups (* - difference probability p<0,05) further
examination during 12 months did not find any
complaints (p<0,05).
To assess the efficacy of the implant method
objective parameters of the osseous tissue
atrophy were studied in the patients from the
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Fig. 5. Stabilizing (splitting) structures of
mesostructures on implants produced by means of
milling: in CAD / CAM.
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Fig. 6. Frequency of symptoms in the dynamics of
post-operative period (3 months) in the patients of the
main and experimental groups (difference probability
p<0,05).

main and control groups: degree of the vertical
resorption of the osseous tissue during 12 months
(Fig. 6.) of patients’ observation. After assessment
of vertical resorption of the osseous tissue,
additional augmentation was performed in 2
patients of the main group due to cosmetic
causes.
To assess the efficacy of the implant method
objective parameters of 10 patients from the
following groups were studied: the main one (with
splinting) and the control group (without
splinting) – the width of the collateral process,
degree of the vertical resorption of the osseous
tissue during 10 years of patients’ observation. In
the main and control groups the width of the
collateral process after prosthetics differed
reliably and was 7,4±2 mm for both groups and
4,8±2 mm for both groups (p>0,05) now. Similar
parameters are found in the assessment of
vertical resorption of the osseous tissue.
Latent inflammatory process determined by
means of Shiller-Pisarev test was found in 30% of
cases in the control group and in 40% of cases of
the main (experimental) group. Clinical
manifestation of inflammation of the soft tissues
was eliminated by the administration of laser
therapy by means of the common methods.
We have found fractures of the covering in 20%
of cases. Although, fractures of the covering were
not diagnosed in case of inconsiderable width of
the occlusive surface of the prosthetic structure
concerning the diameter of the titanium frame
(1/2), or the use of two supporting implants on
one prosthetic structure in four patients of the
control group (40%). In this group we did not find
periodical weakening of the screw fixation of
abutments which is the evidence of decreased
42

tangential dynamic load on the implants and periimplant structures.
In the dynamics of observations we have
followed the following regularities: the parameter
of the bone proposition (r=-0,44, p<0,05) and
plane of the bone cut (r=-0,39, p<0,05) had a
negative correlation with thyroid diseases. We
consider this effect is unlikely to be associated
with the thyroid gland itself, but with the
parathyroid
glands
regulating
calcium
metabolism, and which circulation can suffer due
to pathology in this area.
Excessive body weight of the patient or obesity
(body mass index (BMI) higher than 25 kg/m2) had
a negative correlation with the vertical size of the
cellular bone in the dynamics (r=-0,43, p<0,05). It
also correlated positively with the bone type – the
3rd and the 4th type of the bone prevailed in those
patients (r=-0,46, p<0,05). Thus, this type of
metabolic disorders correlated with more
intensive course of atrophy. Correlative
dependence of the collateral process tissue
condition and the external and internal effect
factors is graphically presented (Fig. 7, 8).
In case of necessity fractures of covering were
corrected in laboratories due to discrete fixation
(implanting) of the prosthetic structure making

Fig. 7. Degree of vertical resorption (12 months).

Fig. 8. Frequency of the symptoms in the dynamics in
the longitudinal aspect (to 10 years) in patients of the
main and experimental groups (difference probability
p<0,05).
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the term of its service life longer. Unpredictable
cementation loss was found in 2 cases of the main
group. The problem was eliminated by means of a
repeated fixation of the splinting structure.
Conclusion. After prosthetic treatment in the
main group probable differences of the collateral
process as compared to the control group were
determined. After this prosthetic method was
used, inconsiderable signs of atrophy of the
collateral process in the periosteum area were
detected after stabilizing remodeling as compared
to the control group.
Conjunctive use of implants with corrected
occlusive load of mesostructures can serve as a
stabilizer of remodeling the periosteum of the
peri-implant zone after teeth loss in the past. The
suggested method improves the process of
prosthetic rehabilitation, maintenance of
favourable conditions of atrophic structures of the
collateral process for the realization of the own
human osteogenic potential in case of prosthesis
of the lost teeth.
Prospects of further studies. Investigation and
further development of prosthetic methods based
on biophysical regularities considering reparative
possibilities of the anatomical structures will
enable to create a unique chance to preserve own
human tissues, and favourable conditions for the
service of dental implants.
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